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Get It on Sat, Oct 17 - Mon, October 19 from BLACKBURN, Lancashire - New Condition - 14-Day Returns - Buyer Pays Return PostAge Returns Policy You can also use titles from the Rockschool Classic series as part of the curriculum. Rocschool Guitar 2018-2024. Learn to play rock and pop with Rockschool. Score 1 Book / Audio.See Details and
Exceptions - Rockschool Guitar 2018-2024 Grade 1 Book/AudioSee all 10 new Lists Score 1 Acoustic Exam for candidates who are usually trained for six months to one year. They have mastered key basic skills of the debut level and have since acquired greater use of technique, rhythms, coordination and musical understanding. There is also the possibility
of relying on basic improvisation. There are two types of exams available in Grade 1, either a class exam or a performance certificate. Your exam will include performance pieces from artists such as Bob Marley, Ed Sheeran and Jeff Buckley. Exam Timing Score Exam: 20 minutes (approximately.) Certificate of Performance: 17 minutes (approximately.)
Rockschool Acoustic Guitar Score 1 book contains everything you need to pass the Grade 1 exam in one important book, featuring a truly diverse range of contemporary repertoire from some of the world's most iconic artists, including Bob Marley, Ed Sheeran and Jeff Buckley. VISIT THE STORE There are two types of exam available, a class exam or a
performance certificate. Score Exam 3 Performance Pieces (two of which may be free selection parts) Candidates prefer to play either performance plays or technical exercises firstThese account for 60% of exam sign technical exercises (section A, B, C and D for level 3 qualifications)Candidates prefer to play either performance plays or technical exercises
firstThese accounted for 15% of the exam mark of Vision Reading or Improvisation (). Fast Study Pieces (Grade 6 to 8th Grade)Candidates receive an invisible test to prepare and perform This is 10% of exam marks 2 Ear TestsCandidates respond to 2 auditory tests. They make up 10% of exam notes 5 Common Questions MusicianshipCandidates answer
5 questions based on one of the parts performedThes make up 5% of exam marks Performance Certificate 5 Performance Pieces only (three of them can be free selection parts)These make up 20% of the exam mark each. Parts in the book class can be used for both the exam class and the performance certificate. In first class they are short, usually from
one to one and a half minutes in duration. The waiting and length of the parts are designed so that candidates can demonstrate the necessary evaluation criteria. Featured Repertory: Come Like You - Nirvana Seven Nation Army - White Stripes Hallelujah - Jeff Buckley Perfect - Ed Sheeran Titan - Sunshine Redemption Song - Bob Marley On Grade 1 There
are three groups of technical work: Libra, Chords and Acoustic Riff All exercises must be played in a direct feel, in keys, octaves and pace shown. Shown. can use your book during the exam for all groups. Group A should be played with a single click. The examiner will play the click at this rate and the candidates must start playing after four clicks. Group B's
strength chords must be reproduced as a continuous sequence before clicking. The main and secondary chords are played as separate chords, each chord announced by the expert. Group C is played on a back track. GROUP A - Scales Of The Seepo: q 70bpm Rhythms: Quarter Notes Range: One Octave C Major Natural E minor pentatonic minor
pentatonic G major pentatonic GROUP B - chords force chords. Two-volume chords to be played in continuous Tempo sequence: q 70bpm Rhythms: The quarter notes open position chords. Individual chords will be strumming once, as for hiring an examiner. Major: A, D, C G Minor: Am, Dm, Em GROUP C - Acoustic Riff, shown in Bar 1, must play in the
same form in bars 2-4. The root note of the template that will play is shown in music in each of the next three bars in the class 1 candidate will be offered a choice between reading vision or improvising and interpreting. Both are previously invisible, and examples of each are given in the book class Tempo: q'70 Duration: 4 Bar Rhythms: Half Notes (Minimes)
and a quarter notes (short) Key: Minor Pitches: - E: 1st, 2nd and 3rd String Instrumental Compass: Open Position for the 3rd Lada Candidates will have 90 seconds to practice, after which the examiner will play the back-track double. The first time in practice, and the second time is to perform the final version for the exam. During practice, candidates will be
given the opportunity to metronome click all over or one bar counting at the beginning. The back track is continuous, so once the first passage is over the countdown of the second game will begin immediately. IMPROVISATION and INTERPRETATION Tempo: q'70-80 Duration: 4-6 Bars Key: C major or minor improvisation requirements: Rhythmic chords or
melodic lead line (candidate selection) Candidates will have 90 seconds to practice, after which the examiner will play the back track twice. The first time in practice, and the second time is to perform the final version for the exam. During practice, candidates will be given the opportunity to metronome click all over or one bar counting at the beginning. The
back track is continuous, so once the first passage is over the countdown of the second game will begin immediately. EAR TESTS Test 1: Melodic Review Candidates will hear three notes in sequence. The expert will ask whether the notes are higher or lower (up or down) in sequence. The test will be played twice. Every time a test is played it is preceded by
a one bar vocal countdown. Tempo q'85. Test 2: Rhythmic Recall Candidates will hear two bar rhythms played on drum support at lowest sound Line. The test will be played twice. Candidates will be asked to play the rhythm back before rhythm of two printed examples shown to him by the examiner. Every time a test is played it is preceded by one bar of
countdown. Candidates will have a small gap in practice. The next candidates will hear the vocal counting of votes, and then will have to play the rhythm of drum support. The rate is q 90. General MUSICIANSHIP QUESTIONS Candidates will be asked five questions. Four of these questions will deal with general musical knowledge, and the fifth question will
be related to the candidate's instrument. Music Knowledge Examiner ask candidates four questions about the knowledge of music based on a piece of music performed in the exam. Candidates will nominate a piece of music that will be asked questions. In class 1 candidates will be asked to determine: Triple Key Signature Time Total, Half, quarter and Eighth
Value Notes Difference between the principal and minor chord instrument knowledge examiner will also ask the candidate one question concerning their instrument. In the first class, candidates will be asked to determine: two of the following parts of the guitar: neck, ladboard, body, tuning-peg, nut, Bridge or Sound Hole Names Open Strings Achievement
BandDistinctionMeritMeritBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range18-2015-1712-146-110-5 Command InstrumentContently clear sound production and even tone quality throughoutSymanly clear sound production and even quality of tone in generally clear sound production and in Overall even the quality of toneSound is produced vaguely with uneven quality
tone produced But attempt and/or incomplete performance Synchronization or PulsePerformance is consistently synchronized with music, or internal momentum maintainedPerformance is mostly synchronized with music, or internal momentum is maintainedPerformance is sometimes synchronized with music, or internal momentum is
maintainedPerformance is not synchronized with music, or internal pulse Not supported But attempt and/or incomplete performance Accuracy and Understanding All written music is accurately performed or equivalent skills are showcased throughout. Understanding the musical structure is shown all the time. Most of the music written is precisely executed or
the equivalent skills are demonstrated in general. Understanding the musical structure is shown most of the time. Some of the written music is accurately executed or equivalent skills are usually demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is shown for a while. Written music is not exactly executed or equivalent skills are not demonstrated.
Understanding the musical structure is not indicative. No attempt and/or incomplete rendition of Style and ExpressionConsistently compelling projection music. Mostly a convincing projection of music. Some compelling projections of music. Music is not convincingly projected. No Attempt and/or Incomplete Performance Technical Exercises Achievement
BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Instrument CommandConsentally clear sound production Even the quality of tone throughout the all-clear sound production and even the quality of tone overallSome clear sound production and in general even the tone of qualitySound is produced vaguely with uneven quality tone
producedNo attempt and/or incomplete performance Synchronization or PulsePerformance is consistently synchronized with music, either the internal pulse maintainedPerformance is mostly synchronized with the music, or the internal impulse maintainedPerformance is sometimes synchronized with the music, or the internal pulse maintainedPerformance is
not synchronized with the music, or the internal momentum is not supported But the attempt and/or incomplete performance of Precision and Understandingall writing music is precisely performed or equivalent skills demonstrated throughout. Understanding the musical structure is shown all the time. Most of the music written is precisely executed or the
equivalent skills are demonstrated in general. Understanding the musical structure is shown most of the time. Some of the written music is accurately executed or equivalent skills are usually demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is shown for a while. Written music is not exactly executed or equivalent skills are not demonstrated. Understanding
the musical structure is not indicative. No attempt and/or incomplete performance Ear Tests Achievement BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range9-107-863-50-2 Precision - Understanding All Written Music is accurately executed or equivalent skills demonstrated throughout. Understanding the musical structure is shown all the time.
Most of the music written is precisely executed or the equivalent skills are demonstrated in general. Understanding the musical structure is shown most of the time. Some of the written music is accurately executed or equivalent skills are usually demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is shown for a while. Written music is not exactly executed or
equivalent skills are not demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is not indicative. No attempt and/or incomplete performance Support Test Achievement BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range9-107-863-50-2 Command InstrumentsContently clear sound production and even pitch quality throughoutPower clear sound
production and sound production and Even the tone quality of overallSome clear sound production and generally even tone qualitySound is made unclear with uneven quality tones produced But attempt and/or incomplete performance Synchronization or PulsePerformance is consistently synchronized with music, or the internal momentum
maintainedPerformance is mostly synchronized with music, or internal pulse maintainedPerformance is sometimes synchronized with music, or an internal pulse, supportedPerformity, out of sync with music, or internal pulse, not supportedAthly attempt and/or incomplete performance Precision and UnderstandingAll written music performed or equivalent skills
demonstrated throughout. Understanding the musical structure is shown all the time. Most of the music's writing music performed or equivalent skills demonstrated in general. Understanding the musical structure is shown most of the time. Some of the written music is accurately executed or equivalent skills are usually demonstrated. Understanding the
musical structure is shown for a while. Written music is not exactly executed or equivalent skills are not demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is not indicative. No try and/or incomplete performance General Musicality Issues Achievement BandDistinction MeritPassBelow PassBelow Pass 2 Mark Range5 correct answers4 correct answers3
correct answers2 correct answers0-1 correct answers Certificate of Performance Achievement BandDistintMeritPassBelow Pass Pass 2 Mark Range18-2015-1712-146 -110-110-110-1 The team instrumentConsistently clear sound production and even pitch quality throughout the all-clear production of sound and even tone quality of overallSome clear sound
production and generally even the tone of the qualitySound is produced vaguely with uneven tone quality producedNo attempt and/or incomplete performance Synchronization or PulsePerformance is consistently synchronized with music, or internal momentum is maintainedPerformance is mostly synchronized with music, or internal pulse
maintainedPerformance is sometimes synchronized with music, or the internal pulse maintainedPerformance is not synchronized with the music, or the internal pulse is not supported But the attempt and/or incomplete performance of Precision and UnderstandingAll of the written music is precisely performed or the equivalent skills demonstrated throughout.
Understanding the musical structure is shown all the time. Most of the music written is precisely executed or the equivalent skills are demonstrated in general. Understanding the musical structure is shown most of the time. Some of the written music is accurately executed or equivalent skills are usually demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is
shown for a while. Written music is not exactly executed or equivalent skills are not demonstrated. Understanding the musical structure is not indicative. No attempt and/or incomplete rendition of Style and ExpressionConsistently compelling projection music. Mostly a convincing projection of music. Some compelling projections of music. Music is not
convincingly projected. No attempt and/or part-time performance of the RSL promotes an open approach to qualifications, providing a wide range of training programs designed to accommodate a wide range of candidates of different ages, experiences and levels of achievement. The RSL awards qualifications listed in the Framework For Regulation (RFF) in
England and Northern Ireland by the Skills and Examination Regulatory Authority (Ofqual). RSL strives to maintain and improve its reputation of excellence by providing high-quality education and training through its curriculum, exams, music and resources. Points For students applying for a job or university, many potential employers see graded music
exams in a very positive way. Key. the qualification demonstrates the ability to devote themselves to extracurricular activities, providing evidence of the versatility that many students find useful in UCAS (Universities and Colleges Admissions Service) applications and for university entrance interviews. Our qualifications carry allotted points at the UCAS rate.
By choosing a Free Choice pieces (FCP's) For all exams, candidates can play a number of free selection pieces. The free selection of plays must demonstrate a comparable level of technical and musical demand for pieces, data in the selection set in the class of books that can be called an indication of the appropriate level. A free selection of works should
be in the modern popular genre such as pop, rock, jazz, country, blues, soul, reggae, cinema and musical theater. Own compositions are also acceptable. Parts should be carefully selected to ensure that the parts provide an appropriate opportunity for candidates to demonstrate appropriate evaluation criteria. Applicants are reminded that if the Free Choice
Piece is not eligible, it may affect the level of achievement that is possible in the exam. All pieces must be performed in a backing track (without the reviewed part on the track), except where the pieces were selected from the previous Rockschool training program and did not have a backing track or were specially organized by Rockschool as solo pieces.
Candidates for the specification of the instruments are reminded that they are responsible for selecting and providing the appropriate musical instrument for each curriculum to allow the demonstration of appropriate stylistic and technical skills in their performance. At all levels of expertise, if any results or evaluation criteria cannot be demonstrated or
demonstrated less reliably as a result of the equipment, this may be reflected in the awarded assessments. For more information about each class, please download the full study paper below. ACOUSTIC 2015 SYLLABUS GUIDE (For candidates hosting the acoustic program 2015-2019 during the crossover period (until period C 2020)) Acoustic Curriculum
(2016 Edition) ACOUSTIC 2019 SYLLABUS GUIDE (For candidates taking the newest Acoustust curriculum (released 2019)) Acoustic Curriculum (2019) Edition) rockschool guitar grade 1 pdf free download. rockschool acoustic guitar grade 1 pdf free download. rockschool guitar grade 1 book pdf. rockschool hot rock guitar grade 1 pdf. rockschool electric
guitar grade 1 pdf free download
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